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European Journal of Pharmaceutical Research (EJPR) is an interdisciplinary forum for peer-reviewed publications covering all aspects related to pharmaceutical research. European Journal of Pharmaceutical Research will feature a full range of articles such as communications, full papers, review articles, mini-reviews, letter to the editor, opinions as well as technical keynotes, methods and methodologies. The aims of EJPR are to cover the latest developments in advanced pharmaceutical technologies, carriers, encapsulation and delivery systems of drugs, active principles, vaccines, contrast agent, and biological compounds, including their physical, chemical and biological evaluation. EJPR aims to cover basic fields specific to the pharmaceutical research, medicine and health science. The journal brings a special focus on cutting-edge research in fields like pharmacology, pharmacognosy, pharmaceutical chemistry, pharmaceutical technologies, formulations, drug delivery systems, biomedical imaging, biomaterials, nanomedicines, pharmaceutical nanotechnology, studies of the properties of actives compounds as well as excipients such as surfactants, lipids, polymer and innovative materials applied to pharmaceutics design and formulations. EJPR will specially consider on the same importance the practical studies, traditional drug formulation, technical notes on the one hand, and the most innovative technologies paving the medical ways for tomorrow on the other hand.

Interdisciplinarity is the key of innovation: is the statement that we, researchers, live on daily basis. Communication between expert communities from different expertises and experiences drives the creation of the tomorrow’s technologies. EJPR is created and launched according to this objective, proposing and promoting an easy way to share innovation, works, and create connections to go further! Pharmaceutical Research is more than ever a primary concern for government and other funding bodies, continuously investing in this research area. This important endeavor, mainly driven by political wills remains the key for discovering the main innovations in future solutions brought to patient, covering therapeutics, diagnosis applications, as well as medical device development.

Such a challenge involves a strong and cohesive editorial team. As Editor-in-Chief, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the members of our Editorial team, who trusted this adventure. Editorial team will be particularly concerned by maintaining high international scientific standards of any single post published in European Journal of Pharmaceutical Research, through a careful examination, peer-reviewing process, and article selection. Second objective is selecting and bringing out innovative studies making the Journal as a source of inspiration for researchers. I would like to thank Dr. Sajjad H. Sajjad, founder the European Academy of Applied and Social Sciences (EURAASS) for his trust and his perseverance, without whom this scientific adventure would not have been possible. We would like to thank our authors, their trust and hard work in disclosing their latest research, our referees in their impartial effort for keeping the highest international scientific standards, and you, our readers, for your interest and support. We are proud to propose the inaugural issue of European Journal of Pharmaceutical Research, and we specially thank the contributors for their first efforts.
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